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Abstract
To increase utilization, datacenter schedulers often overcom-
mit resources where the sum of resources allocated to the
tasks on a machine exceeds its physical capacity. Setting the
right level of overcommitment is a challenging problem: low
overcommitment leads to wasted resources, while high over-
commitment leads to task performance degradation. In this
paper, we take a first principles approach to designing and
evaluating overcommit policies by asking a basic question:
assuming complete knowledge of each task’s future resource
usage, what is the safest overcommit policy that yields the
highest utilization? We call this policy the peak oracle. We
then devise practical overcommit policies that mimic this
peak oracle by predicting future machine resource usage.
We simulate our overcommit policies using the recently-
released Google cluster trace, and show that they result in
higher utilization and less overcommit errors than policies
based on per-task allocations. We also deploy these policies
to machines inside Google’s datacenters serving its internal
production workload. We show that our overcommit policies
increase these machines’ usable CPU capacity by 10-16%
compared to no overcommitment.
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1 Introduction
An important goal of datacenters is minimizing their infras-
tructure and operating costs. Low utilization of allocated
resources is one of the key impediments to achieving this
goal, since it may require adding more physical resources
to support increasing workload demands [4, 16]. Low uti-
lization is common: as applications’ resource usage varies
over time, they typically request, and are allocated, enough
resources to satisfy their expected peak resource demand,
which may rarely occur. One way to increase resource uti-
lization is to overcommit resources such that the sum of re-
sources allocated to tasks on a machine exceeds its physical
resources. Overcommitment is supported by many resource
management platforms [5, 18, 19, 27–29, 44], and is evident
in production datacenters [2, 50, 59].
The benefits of overcommitment come at the expense

of a higher risk of task performance degradation or evic-
tion [5, 44]. Without overcommitment, the sum of resources
allocated to tasks on a machine is always less than its phys-
ical capacity. As long as the host operating system (OS) or
the hypervisor isolates resources and enforces that tasks
stay within their allocated resources’ limits, they will never
evict tasks or degrade their performance by depriving them
of resources. In contrast, with overcommitment, even if all
tasks are using less than their allocated resources, the sum
of their desired resource usage may be greater than the ma-
chine’s physical capacity. Thus, if the CPU is overcommitted,
the OS may have to throttle some tasks by preventing them
from using their allocated CPU shares, which can degrade
their performance, e.g., by increasing the latency of users’
requests. Similarly, if memory is overcommitted, the OS may
have to suspend or kill some tasks. In these cases, overcom-
mitment disrupts the infrastructure’s workload and degrades
its quality of service, which is normally expressed in terms
of Service Level Objectives, or SLOs [36]. Thus, in designing
overcommit policies, the task scheduler must carefully bal-
ance the benefits to platform utilization, which increases
efficiency and reduces costs, with the risk of degrading task
performance. Importantly, as long as the scheduler can main-
tain its SLOs, overcommit policies are effectively transparent
to end-users, and can be deployed in production.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3447786.3456259
https://doi.org/10.1145/3447786.3456259
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In this work, we take a first-principles approach to design-
ing and evaluating overcommit policies. We argue that the
overcommit policy is largely orthogonal to the scheduling
policy. We formalize the overcommitment problem as the
problem of predicting, on a per-machine basis, the free re-
source capacity at all times in the future. This future free
capacity can then be used by the scheduler to decide if an
additional task still fits on the machine. Given a workload
and a machine’s future free resource capacity, we then de-
rive the best possible overcommit policy that guarantees no
performance degradation. We call this the peak oracle pol-
icy, since it reduces to predicting a machine’s peak resource
usage in the future. Our peak oracle policy is clairvoyant:
knowing the future load, it determines the remaining future
free capacity on the machine. Our peak oracle maximizes uti-
lization, which also maximizes savings, while guaranteeing
no task evictions or performance degradation due to over-
commitment. Any overcommit policy that achieves higher
utilization than our peak oracle must eventually cause some
task to not receive its allocated resources. Likewise, any pol-
icy yielding lower utilization can be improved to yield more
savings, i.e., more resources available for other tasks. We use
the peak oracle policy as the baseline to design and evaluate
practical overcommit policies.

Our approach shifts the focus of designing an overcommit
policy from optimally setting per-task resource usage limits,
to instead accurately predicting per-machine peak resource
usage. That is, a scheduler can overcommit resources on a
machine as long as its future peak usage does not exceed
its physical capacity. Since a machine’s future peak depends
on the resource usage of the tasks running on it, the future
peak varies both over time and across machines, as does
the static level of resource overcommitment in the classic
sense, i.e., where a fixed fraction of resources allocated to
tasks on a machine is permitted to exceed its physical ca-
pacity. Thus, in our policies, the level of overcommitment
depends on a machine’s utilization: a highly utilized machine
is overcommitted less than an lowly utilized machine.
This paper’s principal contribution is showing that over-

commit policies that rely on per-machine predictions of peak
resource usage are both efficient and readily applicable to
the standard model of datacenter scheduling, e.g., used by
Borg [59, 61], Omega [53], and Kubernetes [9, 19]. In contrast
to our peak oracle, which serves only as our baseline, we
design our remaining peak predictors to operate in a realistic
environment that is: on-line, non-clairvoyant, and stochas-
tic. Importantly, our predictors require no modifications to
existing schedulers, and thus can support all their complex
features, such as constraints on proximity and hardware
architectures. Using both a simulator and a prototype de-
ployed in production, we demonstrate that widely used static,
limit-based overcommit polices are both more risky and less
efficient than our usage-based predictors. Our experimental

environment consists of ≈24,000 machines sampled from sev-
eral geographically-distributed datacenters that mainly serve
Google’s end-user generated, revenue generating workloads.

To summarize, we make the following contributions:
• We propose an optimal clairvoyant overcommit algorithm

that provides a best case scenario using future data. While
impossible to implement in practice, we show — using
large-scale data from Google datacenters — how this algo-
rithm serves as a baseline for evaluating practical overcom-
mit policies. By simulating these policies and the clairvoy-
ant algorithm and comparing their results, we can evaluate
which policy yields the best performance. This simulation-
based methodology enables us to quickly evaluate over-
commit policies without risking production workloads.

• For a realistic, non-clairvoyant setting, we propose multi-
ple practical overcommit policies that rely on predicting
a machine’s future peak usage, and simulate them on the
Google workload trace [59, 65]. We implement the best-
performing policy and deploy it to ≈12,000 machines in
multiple datacenters serving Google’s internal workloads.

• To enable future work on designing overcommit policies,
we publicly release our simulator’s source code under
a free and open source license.1 The simulator uses the
Google workload trace, and mimics Google’s production
environment in which Borg [59, 61] operates.

2 Motivation and Background
IIn this section, we provide background on the overcommit-
ment problem and discuss the current overcommit policies
used in production cluster schedulers capable of managing
both batch workloads and service workloads with latency re-
quirements [9, 59, 61]. We use the terminology introduced in
our prior work on Borg [59, 61]. A job corresponds to a single
execution of a batch workload, or a continuously-running
service. A job is composed of one or more tasks that perform
the actual processing. Each task runs on a single machine,
but a single machine typically hosts dozens of tasks.
2.1 Datacenter Scheduling
Our work targets a datacenter software/hardware architec-
ture of Borg [59, 61] or Kubernetes [19], which we claim is
representative of the problems faced by all cloud providers.
We assume that each task has a known limit on the maxi-
mum amount of resources it can use, e.g., 4 cores or 3GB
of memory. These limits are either set manually by the job
owner, or automatically by a service such as Autopilot [52].
During execution, if a task tries to use more resources than
its assigned limit, the machine-level infrastructure, such as
the OS, may throttle the CPU, reject the memory alloca-
tion, or evict tasks to ensure performance isolation across
tasks [20, 30, 61, 67]. For CPU, the limits are usually soft, i.e.,
they are enforced only in the case of resource contention. In
addition, not all tasks are equally important. Usually, there

1https://github.com/googleinterns/cluster-resource-forecast

https://github.com/googleinterns/cluster-resource-forecast
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are at least two classes of jobs: a batch class and a serving
class [45, 52, 61]. Jobs from the serving class typically have
well-defined SLOs [36] to ensure resources are available up
to their allocated limit. The metrics used to define the SLOs,
i.e., Service Level Indicators, depend on the type of resource
and can vary. For CPU, a typical Service Level Indicator is the
CPU scheduling latency, which is defined as the amount of
time that tasks wait for free cycles in the OS’s CPU scheduler
while they are ready to run, e.g., not waiting for I/O.

Users submit their tasks to a software component called
the scheduler, which manages a set of physical machines,
called cells, and decides which tasks should run on which
machine. Scheduling tasks involves two steps: 1) finding
the set of candidate machines in the cell that have enough
free resource capacity and satisfy other requirements im-
posed by each task, and 2) using some bin-packing algo-
rithm [8, 13, 33, 63] to assign the tasks to machines. A simple
and conservative approach to estimating a machine’s free
resource capacity is to directly use its tasks’ resource lim-
its and only select candidate machines for a new task such
that its limit plus the sum of the running tasks’ limits on a
machine does not exceed the machine’s physical capacity.
Once a machine starts to run tasks with a total limit ex-
ceeding any resource’s capacity, we say that the machine is
overcommitted. Our work focuses on designing a system to
overcommit machines by better estimating its free resources
compared to the simple approach above. Thus, our work fits
into the first step of task scheduling, and is orthogonal and
complementary to the bin-packing problem. Our work is
also orthogonal to handling resource contention, such as by
task migration. The primary goal of our work is to safely
overcommit a machine’s resources while avoiding resource
contention as much as possible.

2.2 Overcommit Overview
Schedulers must know the amount of free resources available
on each machine to make scheduling decisions. The amount
of free resources should reflect the available resources at all
times in the future to avoid task performance degradation or
eviction. As noted above, a conservative method for estimat-
ing free resource capacity is to take the difference between
the physical capacity of the machine and the sum of limits
of the tasks running on the machine. This approach protects
against the worst-case scenario where all tasks use their
maximum allocated resources at the same time. In practice,
tasks rarely, if ever, use their maximum allocated resources.
Since the number of tasks simultaneously executing on a
machine is large, having all tasks use their peak resources
at the same time is exceedingly rare. The maximum of the
sum of tasks’ resource usage is also consistently less than
the sum of their allocated resources. This gap between actual
usage and physical capacity is an opportunity for overcom-
mitting resources without overloading the machine. We next
investigate the factors that contribute to this opportunity.
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Figure 1. CDF of cell-level future peak usage computed as
aggregate of machine-level future peak (black) and task-level
future peaks (red, dashed), normalized to cell’s total limit.

Usage to limit gap. The actual resources a task uses is often
significantly lower than its resource limit, which is the upper
bound of resources it can use. This usage-to-limit gap exists
largely because reliably estimating a task’s exact resource
requirement is hard for users. Prior work has shown that
the difference between the limit and usage can be signifi-
cant [45, 52]. Autopilot [52] attempts to address this problem
by setting the limits based on a task’s observed historic us-
age. However, Autopilot’s limits are conservative, e.g., the
98th percentile of resource usage over a certain time window
with some additional margin for error. In addition, these
limits must also cover the predicted peak usage over a long
time horizon, e.g., a day, rather than follow a daily pattern.
Limits also cannot be frequently updated, i.e., no more than
a few changes a day are desirable, since increasing the limit
may lead to a series of task evictions [52]. As a result, the
usage-to-limit gap exists even after using complimentary
approaches that specifically target reducing this gap. [52]
reports an average usage-to-limit gap, which they call the rel-
ative slack, of 23%. [35] runs several benchmarks monitoring
their CPU utilization with per-second resolution, and shows
that it varies widely between 0% and 90% utilization. These
benchmarks demonstrate that, despite their optimizations,
long periods of low utilization remain.
Pooling effect. Ideally, tasks should set their resource lim-
its close to their maximum future resource usage. Systems
like Autopilot [52] use vertical scaling to automatically set
the limit to match tasks’ future peak. Assuming a task’s fu-
ture peak usage can be accurately predicted, schedulers can
use these predictions to ensure that the sum of all tasks’ lim-
its does not exceed the physical capacity. However, because
these predictions are made at the individual task level, do-
ing so would overestimate the peak of aggregated resource
usage of all tasks, i.e., the maximum of the sum of all tasks’
usage, because tasks generally do not peak at the same time.
Statistical multiplexing of peaks means that the maximum
of the sum of tasks’ resource usage is always less than or
equal to the sum of maximum usage for each task.

max(
∑

all tasks

(task ′s resource usaдe))

≤
∑

all tasks

max(task ′s resource usaдe), ∀ t
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To illustrate this effect, in Figure 1, we use the public
Google cluster trace data [59] and plot the distribution of
the sum of individual tasks’ peak usage over time across all
machines, and the distribution of the sum of machine-level
peak usage. The distributions are plotted as cumulative dis-
tribution functions (CDFs) [12]. At the median, the sum of
task-level peak usage is almost 50% higher than the machine-
level peak usage. This indicates that even a perfect system,
which always set tasks’ resource limits equal to the tasks’
peak resource usage, has room to safely overcommit ma-
chines by packing them with additional tasks whose total
limit on each machine is higher than the machine’s capacity.
This statistical multiplexing of peaks provides an opportu-
nity for overcommitment that is not exploited by existing
works, such as Autopilot, that target setting limits for each
task close to its actual usage.
Our approach explores this pooling effect, i.e., the tem-

poral or probabilistic variability of utilization within a par-
ticular task. If a task never reaches a fraction, say 40%, of
its allocated limit, the limit can be lowered by tools such as
Autopilot. Our approach solves the related, but orthogonal,
problem of a task that sometimes, e.g., 5% of time, reaches
its limit, but usually operates at a much lower utilization.

3 Peak Oracle
We first establish the maximum free resource capacity that a
machine can advertise to a scheduler without violating any
tasks’ resource limits, which we call the peak oracle. While
we cannot implement this peak oracle in practice, since it
requires perfect knowledge of the future, we use it as our
baseline to evaluate practical peak predictors in Section 4.

3.1 Definition of the Oracle
Schedulers need to look at the available resources on a ma-
chine, not only at the present, but also in the future, when
scheduling a new task on the machine. Placing a new task
based only on the available resources at the time of sched-
uling can lead to resource shortages, since, in the future,
existing tasks might use more resources. As a result, the
machine’s free capacity may drop below the new task’s limit.
There will be a resource shortage on the machine if, at the
same time, the new task’s resource demand exceeds the avail-
able free capacity. This can happen even if every task is op-
erating well below its limit. Our peak oracle formalizes the
reverse of this argument by assuming a clairvoyant scheduler,
i.e., a scheduler that knows all tasks’ future usage.
More formally, a clairvoyant scheduling algorithm com-

putes the future usage U (J , t) (a time series) of any set of
tasks J by simply adding the per-task usageUi (t). To sim-
plify notation, we assume that if a task k completes at some
time t ′ it has 0 usage after that time, i.e.,Uk (t) = 0 for t ≥ t ′.

U (J , t) =
∑
i ∈J

Ui (t). (1)

At any time τ , the peak oracle PO computes the future
peak usage as follows.

PO (J ,τ ) = max
t ≥τ

U (J , t). (2)

We denote as P(J ,τ ) any peak predictor, i.e., a function that
at time τ computes the predicted peak for a set of tasks J .

A scheduling algorithm employs the peak oracle as follows.
To decide whether a new task J , submitted (or released) at
time r j , fits on a machine, the peak oracle computes the
future peak usage PO (Js ∪ {J }, r j ) of the set of tasks already
scheduled on this machine (denoted by Js ) and the new task
J . J is scheduled on a machine if and only if the future peak
PO (Js ∪ {J }, r j ) does not exceed the physical capacity of the
machine, denoted asM . A scheduling algorithm is then safe
if the total usage of tasks Js scheduled on a machine never
exceeds the machine’s capacity,U (Js , t) ≤ M .
We can easily prove, by contradiction, that a scheduler

using the peak oracle is safe. Lets say at time t0, a machine’s
resource usage exceeds its capacity, i.e., U (Js , t0) > M . As-
sume the last task placed on the machine before time t0 is
released at time r j . By definition, the future peak usage at
time r j for tasks Js is greater than the machine’s capacity:
PO (J , r j ) = maxt ≥r j U (J , t) ≥ U (J , t0) > M . The sched-
uler should not schedule the task released at time r j on the
machine according to the oracle’s output, contradicting the
assumption that the task runs on the machine.
In addition, a greedy scheduler using the peak oracle is

the most efficient scheduling policy among all safe policies.
A non-greedy scheduler could refrain from placing a task
on a machine even though the oracle predicts that there is
sufficient space for it. Specifically, there is no safe scheduling
policy that yields a utilization higher than the oracle by
scheduling more tasks. To see why, lets assume that at time
r j , task J is released and the oracle rejects the task be assigned
to a machine with capacityM , while another safe scheduling
policy allows its placement. The only reason the oracle would
reject task is when PO (Js ∪ {J }, r j ) > M . Thus, if the task
is placed on the machine, at some time t > r j , U (Js , t) >
M , which makes the other policy unsafe, contradicting our
previous assumption the policy is safe.

3.2 Measuring overcommit quality with oracle
violations

Since a scheduling algorithm using the peak oracle is the
most efficient safe policy, an effective approach to designing
practical overcommit policies is mimicking the peak oracle
by predicting the future peak usage given a set of tasks. That
is, designing an algorithm that estimates the oracle value
PO (J , t) by an estimator P(J , t) = P̂O (J , t) using only
data available at t : historical usage data Ui (τ ) for τ < t , or
a task limit Li , which is either defined by the user, or set
by an automation tool such as Autopilot [52]. We call any
algorithm that predicts the future peak usage for a set of
tasks a peak predictor. Our peak oracle represents the most
accurate and efficient peak predictor, since it results in the
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P(Js, tᵣ)

U(Js, tᵣ)

th

Figure 2. Oracle violation at tr may lead to scheduling a too-
large task at tr , and resource shortage at th .

least unused capacity. In contrast, themost conservative peak
predictor, which yields the most unused capacity and never
overcommits, uses the sum of the limit of all running tasks on
a machine, i.e., P(J , t) =

∑
i Li , as its prediction. Formally,

we say a predictor overcommits if its predictions are ever
lower than the sum of the limits, i.e., P(J , t) <

∑
i Li .

To evaluate a peak predictor, we compare it against the
actual future peak usage. If a prediction is higher than the
actual usage at time t , P(J , t) > PO (J , t), using it would be
safe for the scheduler, since it would not result in a machine’s
resource demand exceeding its capacity, but it would be less
efficient than the oracle as fewer tasks could potentially fit
onto the machine. In contrast, if a peak predictor underes-
timates the future peak usage, more tasks could be placed
onto a machine, which makes it unsafe.
We say there is a violation of the oracle when a peak pre-

dictor underestimates the future peak usage, i.e., at some
moment t , P(J , t) < PO (J , t). The more overcommit viola-
tions that happen, and the greater the difference between the
predicted and actual peak, the more likely some scheduling
decision leads to resource exhaustion on the machine.

3.3 Estimating tasks’ performance by oracle
violations

We next use the hypothetical example from Figure 2 to show
how an oracle violation can lead to a resource shortage. At
time tr , a new task J is submitted to the cluster, and the sched-
uler picks a machine, with capacityM , to see if it has enough
resource to run task J . At the time, all tasks running on the
machine, Js , have usage U (Js , t1). Looking into the future,
these tasks’ total usage then peaks to PO (Js , tr ) at time th .
This means the machine has an oracle value of PO (Js , tr )
at time tr based on the peak oracle’s definition. Now lets
say there is an oracle violation at time tr , such that the pre-
dicted future peak usage is P(Js , tr ) < PO (Js , tr ). Let’s say
the new task J has a resource limit L J , which satisfy the
condition P(Js , tr ) + L J ≤ M < PO (Js , tr ) + L J . Because
the infrastructure only ensures some level of resource avail-
ability for tasks up to their limit, the predicted peak can
only increase up to L J after considering task J , which gives
us P(Js ∪ {J }, tr ) ≤ P(Js , tr ) + L J ≤ M . This allows the
scheduler to schedule task J onto the machine because the
scheduler thinks the machine has enough capacity to host all
tasks including J . However, the actual free capacity left for

Cell No. 1 2 3 4 5
Approx machines (×103) 40 11 10.5 11 3.5
Approx tasks (×106) 14.8 12.8 9.4 81.3 3.7

Table 1. Performance correlation experiment statistics. Data
covers a month-long period starting 2020-06-01.

task J in the future isM−PO (Js , tr ) < L J . This indicates that
there is a time point when task J could maintain its usage
within its limit, while every other task also runs within their
resource limit, but still causes a resource shortage on the
machine.
Getting rid of oracle violations is sufficient to avoid re-

source shortages as described above because it makes it
impossible to satisfy the condition P(Js , tr ) + L J ≤ M <
PO (Js , tr ) + L J in the first place. On the other hand, as illus-
trated in Figure 2, a sequence of events must happen in a spe-
cific order to turn an oracle violation into an actual resource
shortage: 1) the violation must happen; 2) the scheduler must
schedule a task at time tr when the violation happens; 3) the
scheduled task’s limit L J must be higher than the remaining
capacity L J > M − PO (Js , tr ), i.e., the machine’s capacity
minus the true future peak usage; and 4) finally, at some
future th > tr , multiple tasks, including the newly scheduled
one, must request resources at certain level at the same time.

Thus, a violation is not a sufficient condition for resource
exhaustion, but with more violations, the scheduler gets
more opportunities to schedule a task that fits these criteria,
which might lead to resource exhaustion. Resource exhaus-
tion can be exhibited in different ways depending on the
resource, or the machine’s policy of dealing with a resource
shortage. For example, a shortage of CPUs could lead to high
CPU scheduling latency, i.e., threads that are ready to run,
but instead must spend time waiting for free CPU cycles.
CPU scheduling (access) latency is particularly important,
since it is one of the metrics that many schedulers use to
establish CPU latency SLOs [3, 39].

To measure oracle violations, for each machine, we count
the number of times a violation happens and normalize it
to the total number of time instances. We call this ratio
the violation rate. The higher the violation rate, the higher
the risk to a machine. We next establish a link between the
violation rate and our chosen QoS metric from above: the
CPU scheduling (allocation) latency, i.e., the time a ready
process must wait for CPU. For latency-sensitive serving
tasks, this CPU scheduling latency should be low. The link
between the violation rate and an established QoS metric is
crucial, as it enables us to test our algorithms in simulation,
where we can easily compute the violation rate, but where
it is difficult to accurately simulate the effect on QoS.
We support this claim using two arguments based on a

study of Borg, which employs a predictor that enables over-
commit by linearly scaling down the running tasks’ limit by
a constant factor, similar to [5, 18, 27–29, 44]. Note that the
peak predictor’s specific implementation is irrelevant here
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Figure 3. Per machine oracle violation rate and performance.

as the relationship between violations and performance is
independent of the quality of prediction. Using data collected
from Borg, on a macro level, we show that clusters with a
higher average violation rate also have a higher average CPU
scheduling latency. Later, on a per-machine level, we show a
correlation between a machine’s violation rate and its CPU
scheduling latency. Our first argument enables us to assess
the relative performance of predictors: if a predictor P(J , t)
has a lower violation rate than another predictor P ′(J , t),
the former predictor P(J , t) should also result in better QoS
in production under a similar workload. The second argu-
ment strengthens this link by showing marginal gains in
QoS when improving the predictor.
We first measure oracle violation rates and QoS perfor-

mance in 5 clusters of machines, called cells following the
convention in our prior work [50, 59, 61]. These cells are not
part of the Google cluster trace [64]. Each cell is managed
by a separate scheduler that manages all machines within
that cell. A median cell has 11k machines and processes 13M
tasks in a month, but we also include smaller and larger
cells for completeness, as shown in Table 1. We show CDFs
over all machines in these cells, grouped by the cell. Fig-
ure 3(a) shows each cell’s per-machine violation rate, while
Figure 3(b) shows the distributions of tasks’ CPU scheduling
latency in each cell, normalized to a common constant.
Although there is no canonical way of ordering distri-

butions, we can still see a general trend by comparing Fig-
ure 3(a) and Figure 3(b): cell 5 has the most machines with
violations, and it indeed has the highest CPU scheduling
latency at the tail when we zoom into Figure 3(b). Cells 2
and 3 have the lowest violation rate among the 5 cells, and
they are also the two best performing cells. Cells 1 and 4 are
in the middle, better than cell 5 but worse than cells 2 and 3,
measured by violation rate and CPU scheduling latency.

However, one abnormality contradicts our thesis: cell 4 is
clearly better than cell 1 in violation rate at every percentile,
but its CPU scheduling latency is worse than cell 1. To dig
deeper, we need to look at the cell-level CPU utilization
distribution as shown in Figure 3(c), where each data point
takes the total CPU usage of all running tasks in a cell at any
given time and normalizes it to the cell’s total CPU capacity.
According to Figure 3(c), cell 1’s utilization is lower than cell

4 at every percentile. The lower the utilization, the less likely
it is that an oracle violation will lead to resource exhaustion
as it requires specific events to happen in a certain order after
a violation, as illustrated in Figure 2. This explains the better
QoS of cell 1 compared to cell 4 despite its worse violation
rate. Additionally, by analyzing the order of utilization in
Figure 3(c) together with the QoS in Figure 3(b), we see
that the average utilization alone is a poor predictor of QoS:
cells 2 and 3 have the highest utilization, but also the lowest
scheduling latency; cell 4 has the second-lowest utilization,
but second-highest scheduling latency.
We next analyze the relationship between the violation

rate and the CPU scheduling latency for individual machines.
We take a random sample of 10,795 machines from the five
cells. For each machine, we measure the violation rate aver-
aged over the entire month, and the machine’s tail (99%ile)
CPU scheduling latency during the month, i.e., 99% of time,
the CPU scheduling latency was lower than this value. We
then normalize the scheduling latency by the average tail
latency over machines that had no violations.

Figure 3(d) shows the data as an error-bar plot. We group
the machines into buckets by violation rates, such that a
bucket groups machines with violation rates (x ,x + 0.005].
For each bucket we show the mean (represented by the black
dot) and the standard deviation (represented by the error
bars). We limit the x-axis range to the first bucket containing
less than 50 machines. Although the CPU scheduling latency
varies within each bucket due to confounding factors that are
orthogonal to overcommit (such as NUMA locality and the
network traffic) and the fact that violations do not necessarily
result in resource exhaustion, there is still a clearly-visible
trend: when a machine’s violation rate increases, the 99%ile
CPU scheduling latency also increases.
To quantify the correlation, we apply Spearman’s rank

correlation before and after grouping machines into buckets
based on their violation rate and taking the mean. The corre-
lation coefficients are 0.42 for the raw data and 0.95 for the
mean data, respectively (p-values are smaller than 1e-100). If
we fit a line to the mean latency of each bucket, the slope is
14.1. Given that the latency (the y-axis) is normalized to the
mean with no violations, this slope suggests that with every
percentage increase in violation rate, on average, the CPU
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Figure 4. CDF of number of tasks per 5 minute in Google trace
v3 [59] cell a over first week period.

scheduling latency increases by 14.1% compared to machines
with no violation.

The correlation shown in Figure 3 helps us build a bridge
between the performance of an overcommit policy in produc-
tion and the oracle violation, which can be easily simulated
offline as we show later. Such simulation-based discovery
enables us to compare multiple overcommit policies and dif-
ferent configurations using only offline simulation before
deploying anything into production. Considering a typical
experiment using overcommit in production may take weeks
or months assuming the experiment has not caused any dis-
ruption, evaluating overcommit policies using simulation
is not only a safer way of testing ideas, but also greatly im-
proves the velocity of development.

4 Practical Peak Predictors
While our peak oracle is optimal, it requires complete knowl-
edge of the future, and is thus impossible to implement in
practice. Of course, we can implement the peak oracle in sim-
ulation using historical data where we have such complete
knowledge. We can then use our implementation to evaluate
practical peak predictors as shown in Section 5.1.1. Our goal
in designing a practical peak predictor is to approximate the
oracle’s behavior using only data available at the moment of
prediction: per-task usageUi (t) and limits Li .

Google’s internal production environment puts additional
practical constraints on the overcommit policy that we em-
ploy. A typical cluster has roughly 10,000 physical machines
and is managed by a logically-centralized Borg scheduler.
Borg periodically polls data from agents running on each
machine, or Borglets [59], for their available resources. With
a complete view of the cluster, the scheduling algorithm at
Borg makes task placement decisions.
Running the peak predictor in the centralized scheduler

is prohibitively expensive considering that it manages tens
of thousands of machines, each running hundreds of tasks,
while also maintaining a tight SLO on scheduling latency.
Combined with a high arrival rate of new tasks as shown
in Figure 4, the centralized Borg scheduler does not have
the luxury of running a sophisticated prediction algorithm
when making scheduling decisions. Thus, we choose to im-
plement the policies in Borglets on each machine. We thus

run the predictor in parallel and independently on individ-
ual machines and periodically update the prediction to the
centralized scheduler. However, because each machine’s Bor-
glet shares its CPU and memory with production tasks, it
should use as few resources as possible. In addition, the peak
predictor should not depend on services running on other
machines to ensure it does not cause the entire cluster to
fail due to a single service’s failure. Thus, our predictors
must be lightweight, in both CPU and memory footprint,
and should be fast to compute, so as to should respond within
the polling frequency of the central scheduler. To maintain
a light CPU workload, the predictors should almost always
prefer a simple algorithm over a complicated one. In addition,
to reduce the memory footprint, the node agent should not
have to store too much information about the tasks. Thus,
for each task, we only maintain a moving window to store
the most recent samples; we denote the window size by
max_num_samples .

Newly launched tasks would normally need a warm-up
period before exhibiting a stable resource usage pattern that
a peak predictor can use. To accommodate this, all the predic-
tors we designed take another parameter,min_num_samples .
For tasks with less thanmin_num_samples samples, the pre-
dictor considers only the task’s limit as its usage when mak-
ing predictions. In other words, the predictions are only
made for the tasks with more thanmin_num_samples sam-
ples, which is then adjusted by adding the limit of tasks with
less thanmin_num_samples .

We next outline peak predictors from prior work as addi-
tional baselines, as well as propose new peak predictors.
Borg-default Predictor (borg-default). This predictor is
similar to the default overcommit policy used by Borg. It
overcommits CPU resources by a fixed ratio [2]. This pre-
dictor computes the sum of tasks’ limits and then takes
a certain fraction ϕ as the estimate of future peak usage:
PL(J , t) = ϕ

∑
i ∈J Li . ϕ = 1.0 corresponds to no overcom-

mit, as each task’s usage is capped by its limit, Ui (t) < Li .
This policy has been widely adopted by many other systems
in practice due to its simplicity [5, 18, 27–29, 44].
Resource Central-like Predictor (RC-like ). This predic-
tor is motivated by the overcommit policy from Microsoft’s
Resource Central, which predicts the machine-level resource
usage peak as a sum of a percentile of each individual task’s
resource usage [14]. This predictor takes a percentile of each
individual task’s resource usage and returns the sum of the
percentiles, Ppk (J , t) =

∑
i ∈J perck (Ui ), where k denotes

the percentile that is used, e.g., Pp95 uses the 95%ile .
N-sigma Predictor. The central limit theorem states that
the sum of independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) ran-
dom variables tends to a Gaussian distribution. However,
these assumptions may not apply for random variables mod-
eling the tasks’ resource usage in a datacenter. For instance,
the resource usage for tasks within a single job may be
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Figure 5. Illustrative diagram for the overcommit simulator.

correlated, as a job is driven by a load balancer. In addi-
tion, tasks from different jobs may exhibit different distribu-
tions [33]. However, as demonstrated in [17, 33], Gaussian
approximation of the total load of a machine matches the
actual distribution well ([33] used this approximation for
bin-packing, i.e., no dynamic task arrivals and departures).
Thus, our N-sigma predictor PNσ (J , t) leverages this insight
by computing the mean total usage U (J , t) and its stan-
dard deviation std(U (J , t)) and then returns PNσ (J , t) =

U (J , t)+N × std(U (J , t)). Assuming the Gaussian approxi-
mation of load is correct, P2σ (J , t) corresponds to the 95%ile
of the distribution, and P3σ (J , t) corresponds to the 99%ile.
Max Peak Across Predictors. This algorithm takes the
output of the algorithms above as its input. Given a set of
algorithms that each individually estimate a machine’s future
peak usage, this predictor estimates the peak usage as the
maximum of the estimate across all the algorithms.

5 Evaluation in Simulation
We evaluate our overcommit policies in two different ways.
First, in simulation, we compare our policies to the peak
oracle by comparing the performance of each policy with the
peak oracle. We also use the simulator to tune each policy’s
parameters. Second, in Section 6, we implement and deploy
our policy on a representative fraction of machines managed
by Borg. This deployment enables us to compare QoSmetrics
between machines using our policy and the control group,
as well as to quantify our policy’s savings, i.e., how much
denser our policy packs tasks compared to the control group.
5.1 Evaluation Setup
Below, we describe the design of our simulator and its accu-
racy in mimicking the production environment, as well as
present our key evaluation metrics.
5.1.1 Overcommit simulator. Our overcommit simula-
tor provides a framework for experimenting with different
overcommit policies by simulating peak predictors running
independently on each simulated machine. The simulator is
designed to closely match the machine-level component of
the Borg scheduler. We decided not to simulate the sched-
uling algorithms, as these algorithms are complex and also
dependent on feedback loops between jobs and the scheduler.
Our simulator is available under an open-source license

to enable the development and evaluation of new prediction
algorithms. Our simulator facilitates integrating new pre-
dictors and standardizes their interface to ease their later
conversion to a production environment. Our overcommit
simulator has two key goals: 1) compare the peak oracle
with a predictor; and 2) facilitate testing over a variety of
scheduling scenarios.
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Figure 6. CDF of difference between machine-level peak as
estimated by sum of nth percentile usage (approx peak) and
the actual machine-level peak.

1) Oracle vs. Predictions. Figure 5 shows the one-line dia-
gram of the simulator. Machines are simulated independently.
For each machine, the input of the simulator is the set of
time-series {Ui [t]} specifying the complete resource usage
of each task i scheduled on the machine during the simulated
time period, such that Ui [t] = 0 before the task arrives on
the machine and after it completes. For each instance in time
τ , the simulator sends the simulated predictor algorithm the
historic usage Ui [t], t < τ and gets the predicted peak. The
simulator also computes the peak oracle using the future us-
ageUi [t], t ≥ τ . The predicted peak and oracle are compared
to evaluate the accuracy of the prediction algorithm.
2) Simulation Scenarios. The simulator implements a con-
figurable data processing pipeline to enable simulating a
wide variety of realistic scenarios, i.e., task usage time series
Ui [t] allocated on each simulated machine. As its default, the
simulator takes tasks’ resource usage andmachine placement
from the Google cluster trace v3 [59, 65]. We also provide the
user with the following set of optional functions: filter VMs
based on time, priority, scheduling class, and alloc configura-
tions; choose the metric a user wants to use for predicting the
peak resource usage; enable generating more data than the
public trace by shifting measurements in time; and choose
the type of scheduler they want to use for their simulations.
Users can also store and load intermediate data after each
step to reduce the simulation’s computation costs.
5.1.2 Simulation settings. We use the latest (v3) version
of the Google cluster trace [59]. Most of the results and
analysis are performed using the first week data from cell
a. Section 5.5 shows results on other weeks and from other
cells. We keep only the top level tasks (alloc collection id is 0).
Tasks are not filtered by priority. As our infrastructure costs
are driven largely by serving jobs, in our simulations we
only consider latency sensitive tasks from the trace, which
corresponds to scheduling classes 2 and 3. The trace provides
the CPU usage distribution over the 5 minute interval and
not the machine-level peak usage. However, internally, Borg
stores machine-level peak usage, which we use as ground-
truth to estimate the machine-level peak using task level
usage information. As shown in Figure 6, if we estimate the
machine-level peak as the sum of task level peaks from the
CPU usage distribution, we significantly overestimate the
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Figure 8. CDFs of per machine violation rate for N-sigma predictor under different parameters: a) n, c) warm-up period, and d)
history. The effect of n on average cell-level savings shown in (b).

machine-level peak since all tasks do not peak at the same
time. We conservatively choose the 90%ile usage since it
is greater than the actual peak for more than 95% of the
time. Additionally, we cap each task’s usage to its limit, as if
there is resource contention; our scheduler also applies such
capping. Finally, we do not modify the placement decisions
of the Borg scheduler from the trace.

5.1.3 Evaluation metrics. We use three metrics to evalu-
ate overcommit policies in simulation: savings, violation rate,
and violation severity. The savings metric is used to evaluate
the benefit of an overcommit policy, while the other two
measure risk. Unless otherwise stated, metrics are calculated
for each machine averaged over the length of the simulated
period.Wemostly focus on cumulative distribution functions
(CDFs) of these metrics over all machines.
Savings Ratio: For each 5-minute interval t , we compute
the total limit of the tasks currently executing on a ma-
chine, L(t) =

∑
i ∈J Li (t). We then compare the predictor’s

output with the limit by calculating the relative difference,
(L(t)−P(J , t))/L(t). Because the difference between the total
limit, L(t), and the predicted future peak, P(J , t), yields the
amount of additional usable capacity for running tasks that
is unavailable without overcommitting, we can translate the
savings ratio directly to the additional capacity created by
an overcommit policy, which represents the primary benefit
of overcommitting resources.
Violation Rate: The total number of oracle violations (Sec-
tion 3.2): |{t : P(J , t) < PO(J , t)}|. We normalize this total

number of oracle violations by the length of the trace, i.e.,
the number of distinct time instances t .
Violation Severity: If, for an interval t , the peak prediction
P(J , t) is lower than the peak oracle PO((J , t), the relative
difference between the prediction and the oracle, normalized
by the oracle value (and 0 if there is no oracle violation):
max(0, PO(J , t) − P(J , t))/PO(J , t).

5.2 Configuring peak oracle and borg-default
predictors

We first perform an exploratory analysis of the Google trace
data to determine 1) how far in the future the peak oracle
should look into (the oracle horizon) and 2) at what fraction
of the total limit the borg-default predictor should be set.
Figure 7(a) shows the CDF of task runtime. As shown,

there is a significant variation between task runtime across
cells. For example, cell c has more than 98% of the tasks that
are less than 24hrs, while cell д has only 75% of the tasks
are less than 24hrs. The runtime of tasks is important in
determining the right forecast horizon for the peak oracle;
this forecast horizon specifies how far an oracle can see into
the future. The peak oracle at t provides the peak future us-
age over the horizon for all the tasks present at t . Since all
the tasks in the first week’s trace are less than 168 hours,
an oracle with a horizon of 168 hours will capture the true
peak for all the tasks. However, there is a trade-off between
accuracy and computational cost, since running an oracle
with a long horizon is computationally expensive. Figure 7(b)
shows how shorter-horizon oracles (3h-48h) compare to a
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Figure 9. CDFs of per machine violation rate for RC-like predictor under different parameters: a) percentile, c) warm-up period,
and d) history. The effect of percentile on average cell-level savings shown in (b).
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longer-horizon oracle of 72 hours. As the oracle horizon in-
creases, the difference between the predicted peak decreases.
For a 24-hour oracle, we are less than 5% lower than the
72-hour oracle peak for more than 95% of tasks. This occurs
because the majority of tasks in the first week’s trace are
shorter than 24 hours. Further, even some of the longer jobs
show daily periodic behavior, which means that the maxi-
mum peak of their lifetime will occur in a 24-hour period.
Due to these reasons, we argue that a 24-hour oracle is suffi-
cient, and choose it as the default horizon for the oracle in
all our subsequent experiments.
Figure 7(c) shows the distribution of resource usage to

limit ratio for each task at each time for all cells. As shown,
all cells show highly consistent behavior with the 95%ile
usage-to-limit ratio for all the cells being less than 0.9. We
set the static fraction for the borg-default predictor, ϕ, to be
0.9, as 10% of resources are not utilized 95% of the times.

5.3 Configuring peak predictors
Figure 8 shows how the configuration parameters for the N-
sigma predictors affect the per-machine violation rates and
savings. For theN-sigma predictor, the per-machine violation
rate decreases as we increase n while keeping the warm-
up time and the amount of history constant (Figure 8(a)).
This is expected since at high values of n the predicted peak
approaches the limit, which leads to lower violation rates.
However, there is a trade-off between the violation rate and
the savings. Figure 8(b) shows that asn increases, the savings

reduce. Thus,n is chosen such that it generates the maximum
savings given the violation rate does not violate SLOs.
Figure 8(c) and 8(d) show the effect of warm-up period

and history on per-machine violation rate, respectively. The
warm-up period does not affect the violation rate signifi-
cantly. This occurs because even 1h is a long period for the
task usage to reach a steady state. In contrast, the length of
history for each task has a more pronounced impact on the
violation rate, as longer history better captures the long-term
behavior, which is more indicative of future peak usage.

We perform a similar comparison for the RC-like predictor
(shown in Figure 9). As we increase the percentile usage for
each task, the violation rate decreases (Figure 9(a)) but the
savings also decrease (Figure 9(b)). This is expected since
at high values of p the predicted peak approaches the limit,
which leads to lower violation rates that, in turn, reduce
savings. The effect of the warm-up period and history on the
per-task predictor is very similar to the N-sigma predictor,
as expected. The warm-up period has only a marginal effect
on the violation rate (Figure 9(c)), while history has a more
significant impact on the violation rate (Figure 9(d)).

Based on this analysis, we pick n = 5 for the N-sigma pre-
dictor and 99%ile for the RC-like predictor, as these values
yield acceptable violation rates with good savings. Increas-
ing the history decreases the violation rate, but the memory
footprint of the prediction algorithm also increases. There-
fore, we keep only 10 hours of history for each task. The
warm-up period does not have a significant impact; we set
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Figure 11. Performance of max predictors across three metrics: per-machine violation rate (a), violation severity (b), and savings
(c) over one week period across all cells. Max predictor take max over N-sigma predictor (n = 5, 2h warm-up, 10h history) and
RC-like predictor (99%ile, 2h warm-up, 10h history)
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Figure 12. Performance of max predictors across three metrics: per-machine violation rate (a), violation severity (b), and savings
(c) for cell a over all weeks. Max predictor take max over N-sigma predictor (n = 5, 2h warm-up, 10h history) and RC-like predictor
(99%ile, 2h warm-up, 10h history)
the warm-up period as 2 hours. Unless stated otherwise, we
use these configuration parameters for the two predictors in
all subsequent experiments.
5.4 Peak predictor performance
Figure 10 compares the performance of different predictors
using per-machine violation rate, violation severity, and sav-
ings (per-machine and cell-level). The borg-default predictor
and RC-like predictor have the worst per-machine violation
rates (Figure 10(a)). The borg-default predictor ignores the
characteristics of the workload on a given machine. While it
works for some of the machines, e.g., 0 violation rate for 20%
of the machines, this static approach performs poorly for a
large set of machines, e.g., 30% violation rate for 20% of the
machines. While the workloads are different, our production
environment that uses a version of the borg-default predic-
tor yields similar performance (Figure 3(a)). The task-level
resource usage generally shows considerable variation and,
therefore, the RC-like predictor does not yield high perfor-
mance. On the other hand, the N-sigma predictor, which uses
the machine-level aggregate resource usage performs much
better. Our max predictor, built on top of per-task and N-
sigma predictor, yields the best performance, since no single
predictor is be best suited for all the machines at all times.
Figure 10(b) shows the violation severity distribution for

different predictors. Since the static predictor sets its over-
commit limit 10% below the resource limit, the maximum de-
gree of violation it can observe is 10%. However, not all tasks
use resources up to their resource limit and therefore the
static predictor shows the best performance, as the 99.99%ile

violation severity is less than 0.05. The N-sigma and RC-like
predictors also show similar performance. This demonstrates
that while our predictors decrease violation rates, the mag-
nitude of violations still remains comparable.
Figure 10(c) and 10(d) show the savings ratio at the ma-

chine level and cell level, respectively. Since the static predic-
tor overcommits by a constant factor for all machines, it has
a fixed savings of 10% at both the machine level and the cell
level. The RC-like predictors generates the highest savings
since it often violates the oracle by predicting a lower peak.
In contrast, the N-sigma predictor conservatively predicts
the peak and thus generates lower savings. Our max pre-
dictor yields slightly better performance than the N-sigma
predictor. At the machine level, we see considerable vari-
ations in savings as the load on different machines varies
significantly. The aggregate cell-level load is more stable,
which results in a narrow range for savings distribution.
5.5 Behavior in time and across cells
Figure 11 shows the max predictor evaluated on all the cells.
All cells, except b, show comparable performance with cell a
(Figure 11(a)). The analysis of the utilization data shows that
cell b has, at the median, the lowest per-machine utilization
standard deviation. This low variation leads the N-sigma to
predict lower peaks. Consequently, the RC-like algorithm
becomes the guarding factor and always determines the peak.
Looking at the violation rates for all predictors, Figure 10(a),
we find that the cell b’s violation rate is similar to RC-like
predictor. Violation severity is similar in all cells, Figure 11(b)
The savings for other cells is also almost always greater
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than for cell a (Figure 11(c)). These results confirm that our
predictors support a variety of workload profiles. Figure 12
shows our max predictor evaluated on all four weeks of cell a,
including theweek 1 results from Figure 10. The performance
is consistent with the performance in the first week.

6 Evaluation in Borg
Starting from around 2016, Borg has been using a limit-based
peak predictor (borg-default) for scheduling latency sensi-
tive tasks. The predictor has been tuned over the years for
Google’s workload and has not caused anymajor incidents or
user-visible performance degradation in recent years. Taking
this fine-tuned borg-default peak predictor as our baseline,
we evaluate the max predictor both in terms of its bene-
fit, as measured by its savings, and risk, as measured by
its CPU scheduling latency. In addition, we also show the
per-machine violation rate and violation severity of both
predictors to further validate the methodology of using met-
rics derived from simulation to infer the risks of deployment.
However, note that the primary goal of overcommitting re-
sources is to increase usable capacity for scheduling tasks
without significantly sacrificing performance. For this rea-
son, we tuned our max predictor in simulation to match the
risk profile of our borg-default peak predictor used by Borg
in terms of its violation rate and severity.

6.1 Production setup
We perform a one-month-long A/B experiment on a random
sample of 24, 000machines representative of Google’s infras-
tructure. We sample these machines from at least a dozen
clusters, where a typical cluster has roughly 11,000 machines.
We place half the machines in our sample, or ≈12,000, in the
experimental groupwhere we deploy ourmax peak predictor,
while we place the other half in the control group running
borg-default policy that has been tuned in production for
years. A similar limit-based static predictor has also been
widely adopted by other platforms [5, 18, 27–29, 44]. We
configure max predictor as the maximum over n-sigma pre-
dictor (n = 3, 2h warm-up, 10h history) and RC-like predictor
(80%ile, 2h warm-up, 10h history). For our production evalu-
ation, we consider only latency-sensitive tasks that mostly
serve end-user generated, revenue-generating requests.

6.2 Predictor performance
Figure 13 compares the performance of our max predic-
tor with the default predictor used by Borg using the per-
machine violation rate, violation severity, and savings. The
experimental group has a slightly better per-machine viola-
tion rate performance than the control group (Figure 13(a)).
This result is by design, since the borg-default predictor run-
ning on the control group has been configured to have a
risk profile, i.e., violation rate, that is acceptable in produc-
tion. Thus, the goal is not to improve the risk profile, but
instead to increase savings, while maintaining a similar risk

profile. Figure 13(b) shows the violation severity distribution
for both set of machines. As shown, both predictors have a
similar risk profile such that the 98th percentile performance
for both groups is comparable.
Comparison with simulation results. Comparing the vi-
olation rate distribution in Figure 11(a) and Figure 13(a), the
risk profile of the max predictor running in the experimen-
tal group is similar to the results observed in simulation.
This demonstrates the stability of the predictor, as it natu-
rally adapts to the underlying workload. On the other hand,
our borg-default predictor behaves significantly better (Fig-
ure 13(a), dotted curve) in control group than the simplified
version in simulation (Figure 10(a), green curve). This dif-
ference is due to the tuning of borg-default in production
over many years that has added many levels of ad hoc safety
checks to reduce the likelihood of a violation. We did not
attempt to replicate these safety checks in Section 5 , since
they are not well-defined or well-documented. Even given
these safety checks, the borg-default predictor still often has
significant violations, as shown in Figure 3 for cell 1 and cell
5. Since the machines in the control and experimental group
are chosen from multiple cells, their aggregate performance
is better than the worst case performance of any cell.
Savings and workload increase. Figure 13(c) shows the
distributions of overall savings for both groups. Savings,
calculated as in Section 5.1.3, are the difference between the
total limit of all running tasks in the group and the sum of
the predicted future peak of every machine, normalized by
the total limit of all running tasks, and aggregated over time
instances and machines. The difference directly tells us how
much additional usable capacity is created by the overcommit
policy compared with no overcommit, i.e., predicted future
peak of a machine is the total limit of all running tasks on
the machine. We then normalize the difference to the total
limit of running tasks because it is the metric we used to
guide our future capacity expansion for datacenters, similar
to [11]. Both groups generate more than 10% of the additional
capacity, while the max predictor consistently generates
more savings that is higher than 16%. Again, the savings
directly translate into usable capacity, which reduces the
purchase of capacity in the future order, and hence lowers
CapEx. The additional usable capacity in the experimental
group invites more workload than the control group: the
increase is ≈2% if we measure it by the total limit of running
tasks at a given moment normalized by the total physical
capacity (Figure 13(d)), and ≈6% if we measure it by actual
usage normalized by the total physical capacity (Figure 13(e)).
The additional workload then translates to either higher
revenue if datacenters host 3rd party jobs, or, as in our case
of an internal workload, increased efficiency.
Improvement in performance. Figure 14(a) shows the
CDF of the CPU scheduling latency of each task measured
from both the experiment and control group. The experimen-
tal group yields lower CPU scheduling latency, i.e., better
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Figure 13. Production experiment results. Performance of borg-default and max predictor across three metrics: per-machine
violation rate (a), violation severity (b), relative savings (c), total allocations (d), and total workload (e) for production machines
over 32 days.
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Figure 14. Performance improvement in production. Normalized CPU scheduling latency CDF (a), 90%ile per-machine CPU
scheduling latency (b), 50%ile machine utilization (c), average machine utilization (d), and 99%ile machine utilization (e) for
production machines over 32 days.

QoS, at all percentiles. For example, at the 90th %-ile, the
latency is reduced by 5%. This should not come as a sur-
prise after seeing better violation rates in Figure 13(a) and
knowing how it relates to the performance metric described
in Section 3.3. Looking further, the tail CPU scheduling la-
tency per machine, as defined by the 90th percentile over
the whole month for each machine (Figure 14(b)), tells us
a similar story: the experimental group consistently out-
performs the control group at almost every percentile. It is
counter-intuitive to see the experimental group yield both
higher workload (Figure 13(d)(e)) and better performance
(Figure 14(a)(b)), since conventional wisdom tells us that
systems tend to perform poorly as their workload intensity
increases. However, this inconsistency can be resolved if we
take a look at how the workload is distributed across ma-
chines in each group. At each instance in time, an average
machine in the experimental group has higher utilization
compared with an average machine in the control group,
if we look at the median and average machine utilization
(Figure 14(c)(d)), hence the increase of the overall workload
as seen in Figure 13(d)(e). However, at the tail, the hottest
machines in the experimental group are actually less utilized
compared with machines in control group (Figure 14(e)),
hence the higher QoS at the tail. In the end, the experimental
group gives us a more balanced workload across machines
providing better and more consistent performance.
We emphasize that our principal goal is not to improve

performance, but rather to increase the usable capacity for

scheduling tasks while maintaining an acceptable perfor-
mance. We are pleased to see the max predictor having lower
violation rates, and hence better task performance, while
yielding a higher savings. This result suggests that the max
predictor could be further tuned – to yield similar QoS to our
current, borg-default policy, but with even higher savings.

7 Related Work
The key new elements of our approach relative to prior work
are that 1) we do not change the cluster scheduling algorithm;
and 2) we oversubscribe serving tasks with other serving
tasks. Avoiding modifications to the scheduling algorithm
is important, as these tend to be extremely complex in pro-
duction systems; this complexity follows from various place-
ment constraints, e.g., affinities and anti-affinities, resilience
constraints [21, 66]. Additionally, this clear separation of
concerns follows the ‘relying on insights’ architecture of
merging machine learning into resource managers [6]. Thus,
our work can be directly incorporated into production sched-
ulers like Borg [59, 61], Omega [53], or Kubernetes [9, 19].
Workload balance: As shown in Section 6.2, our approach
makes machines naturally adapt their workload resulting
in a more balanced workload distribution, which has been
considered as an important objective for datacenters [41, 45].
Memory overcommit: In addition to applying the method-
ology introduced in this paper, which focuses on statistical
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multiplexing of CPUs, memory can be further overcommit-
ted using technologies like page compression [42, 62], local
or remote swap devices [26, 43, 46, 57].
Scheduling: Prior work also focuses on improving efficiency
through better scheduling [7, 22, 24, 25, 31]. In principle, our
approach is orthogonal to cluster schedulers: it can be used
on top of any of these approaches to either pre-filter the set of
available machines, or to manage node-level task queues, as
in Apollo [7]. Our work is closely related to bin-packing: the
peak predictor is essentially a test of whether an item fits into
a bin. We refer to [13] for a recent overview of theoretical
results in bin packing under chance constraints. [33] pro-
poses an algorithm analogous to our N-sigma predictor, but
is only evaluated for a classic stochastic bin packing (off-line,
no arrivals/departures). Some production schedulers do not
overcommit (e.g. TWINE [58]). FIRM [49] takes a different
approach: it assumes that machine resources are unlimited;
and if an action leads to oversubscribing of a resource, then
it is replaced by a scale-out operation.
Overcommit for batch jobs: [35] requires changes in the
cluster scheduler and annotations of theworkload; this would
be difficult to enforce in a production system used by thou-
sands of engineers. Morpheus [37] targets periodic batch
jobs: based on previous executions of a job, the scheduler
derives an implicit deadline, i.e., an implicit SLO, and then
combines period reservations with dynamic re-adjustment to
fulfill this deadline. Our approach targets serving jobs with
explicit SLOs, i.e., CPU scheduling latency, and, importantly
does not require changing the scheduler. ROSE [56] proposes
a distributed overcommit mechanism for centralized batch
schedulers like YARN [60].
Overcommiting serving jobs with batch jobs: Our ap-
proach overcommits serving jobs, since they are the primary
driver in determining our fleet’s capacity. The remaining ca-
pacity is filled with best-effort jobs [11]. Prior work addresses
choosing data-intensive, batch workloads to complement
serving workloads [30, 38, 68]. Scavenger [34] dynamically
adjusts batch workload limits to avoid interference with
serving workloads, and Rythm [69] constructs finer-grained
models of serving jobs to optimize the impact on latency.
[1] proposes harvest VMs offering SLOs for the unallocated
capacity. This approach is complementary to overcommit
that increases utilization of the allocated capacity.
Per-task/VM usage predictions: Our peak predictor esti-
mates the total usage of a machine, rather than estimating
the usage of individual tasks or VMs. Our approach is com-
plementary to Autopilot [52], which predicts per-task limits,
and thus operates over a long-term forecast horizon, i.e., the
task’s duration (see Section 2.2, Figure 1). PRESS [23] and
CloudScale [54] predict VM CPU usage over a short horizon
(1 minute) to dynamically adjust resource limits and drive
VM migrations, while AGILE [47] predicts VM pool load
over a 2-minute horizon to horizontally scale the pool before
load spikes. Our predictors target, and are evaluated against,

significantly longer forecast horizons. [15] shows a CPU over-
commit algorithm that relies on predicting high percentiles
of utilization for individual VMs when marking a physical
machine as eligible for overcommit, which is reminiscent of
our percentile predictor. Yet, they further restrict the over-
commit ratio to a certain static fraction that is 15%-25% of the
limit. Their work also only focuses on non-production work-
loads, while ours explicitly targets serving, latency-sensitive
tasks. Resource prediction in general can be used in domains
outside overcommit. For example, [48] predicts CPU usage
for a particular class of VMs that host database servers to aid
in finding long periods of low CPU utilization when backups
can be performed. Additionally, [10, 32, 40, 51, 55] outline
different prediction algorithms for resource management in
datacenters. These prediction algorithms are generally not
lightweight and, thus, are not suitable for our setup.
Capacity planning: Datacenter owners must make long-
term decisions on how much additional physical capacity
they need to provide to their users. Such decisions are made
by analyzing both datacenters’ utilization in the past, and
their projections of expected future resource demand. [11]
predicts for a whole cluster and for longer-term periods, e.g.,
6 months, the total slack between utilization and demand,
which is related to our usage-to-limit gap. Their approach
is complementary to ours: once the utilization increases in
the short-term through overcommit, it will eventually be
reflected in long-term capacity planning so that datacenter
owners need to buy fewer machines to satisfy the same
amount of demand.

8 Conclusion
Our work designs overcommit policies using a peak oracle
baseline policy, which is a clairvoyant policy that computes
the available capacity on a machine by analyzing its future
resource usage. Using this peak oracle as a baseline, we then
propose a methodology that leverages offline simulation to
estimate the performance impact of any arbitrary overcom-
mit policy. The oracle violations we derive from simulation
correlate well with an actual QoS metric used in practice, i.e.,
CPU scheduling latency. We then propose practical overcom-
mit policies that are lightweight and applicable in real-world
production systems. By comparing the oracle violations and
savings of these policies, we find that our max predictor
policy is less risky and more efficient than existing static,
limit-based overcommit policies, which are currently widely
used in practice. Finally, we deploy our overcommit policy
into Borg scheduler, and show that its results are consistent
with our simulation.
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A Artifact Appendix
A.1 Abstract
Our work designs and evaluates practical overcommit poli-
cies using, as a baseline, an optimal clairvoyant overcommit
algorithm called peak-oracle, which is impossible to imple-
ment in practice. By simulating these practical policies and
peak-oracle and comparing their results, we evaluate which
policy yields the best performance. This simulation-based
methodology enables us to quickly evaluate overcommit poli-
cies without risking production workloads. While we deploy
and evaluate the best-performing policy in production (Sec-
tion 6), our artifact focuses on the evaluation of policies in
simulation (Section 5) using our overcommit simulator.

Our simulator design focuses on extensiblity and flexibility.
Users can easily write a new prediction algorithm. Also, the
simulation configuration can be fully described as a protobuf
message, allowing users to decide how to preprocess the data
before running the algorithms. Because the configuration
can be fully described using protobuf message, they can be
reproduced precisely with the exact configuration. Also, the
simulator pipeline allows users to run multiple algorithms
in parallel. To enable future work on designing overcommit
policies, we publicly release our simulator’s source code
under a free and open source license.
A.2 Artifact Check-list

• Dataset: Google workload trace v3 [59? ].
• Overcommit policies: The artifact implements all
peak predictors presented in the paper: peak-oracle,
borg-default, RC-like, N-sigma, and max(predictors).

• Metrics: The evaluation metrics include violation rate,
violation severity, per-machine savings, and per-cell
savings. Metric definitions can be found in the paper
and artifact document on GitHub.

• Experiments: Our artifact runs experiments to eval-
uate the performance of: overcommit and autopilot
oracles (Figure 1), peak-oracle at different horizons
(Figure 7(b)), predictors with different parameters
(Figure 8, 9), predictors in comparisonwith each other
(Figure 10), and best-performing predictor for all cells
and over multiple weeks (Figure 11, 12).

• Hardware requirements: A practical environment
for our experiments is a compute cluster or a cloud
platform that provides 50+ compute nodes and sup-
ports distributed processing back-ends such as Google
Cloud Datalow, Apache Spark, or Apache Flink.

• Expected experiment run time: Our simulations
take roughly 10,000 vCPU hours and the actual run
time would vary depending on the level of parallelism,
e.g. the expected run time is a half-hour with 10k cores.

• Expected experiment cost:Approximately $1500 on
Google Cloud Platform (GCP).

• Public link: https://github.com/googleinterns/
cluster-resource-forecast/

• License: Apache 2.0.

A.3 Description
Our simulator is written in Python using Apache Beam
(https://beam.apache.org/). The simulator uses the Google
workload trace [59? ], and mimics Google’s production envi-
ronment in which Borg [59, 61] operates. A Python script,
named simulator-setup-walkthrough, develops a Beam
pipeline to convert the Google workload trace to the desired
format outlined in table_schema.json. Another Python
script, named fortune-teller-setup-walkthrough,
builds a Beam pipeline to configure simulation sce-
narios and run various predictors (see Section A.5
for further details). The heart of the simulator is in
simulator/fortune_teller.py, which implements the
logic to run peak-oracle and other practical predictors.
The configurations for the simulator are defined using
protobuf’s text format. The format for the configuration
files is described in the simulator/config.proto.

A.3.1 How to Access. Our artifact is available at: https:
//github.com/googleinterns/cluster-resource-forecast/.

A.3.2 Software Dependencies. Our simulator defines
data processing pipelines using Apache Beam. Beam
pipelines can be run on selected distributed processing back-
ends that include Apache Flink, Apache Spark, and Google
Cloud Dataflow. Our simulator should run on any cloud
platform or compute cluster, with slight modifications, that
supports the aforementioned processing back-ends. How-
ever, we have only tested the simulator with Dataflow on
GCP.When running onGCP, the simulator uses the Compute
Engine, BigQuery (BQ), Google Cloud Storage, and Dataflow
APIs. We plan to test the simulator on other cloud platforms
and the university-owned compute clusters in the future.

A.4 Installation
Instructions for setting up the environment are available at
https://github.com/googleinterns/cluster-resource-forecast/
docs/installation/. The instructions for setting up the GCP
project and enabling the required APIs are available under
/docs/installation/gcp-project-config. The instruc-
tions for creating a Google Compute Engine virtual machine
(VM) instance with required permissions are available under
/docs/installation/gcp-vm-config. Finally, the instruc-
tions for setting up a Python virtual environment with re-
quired dependencies for the simulator are available under
/docs/installation/simulator-config.

A.5 Experiment Workflow
There are three major steps for evaluating the performance
of a predictor following the data pre-processing, simulation,
and data post-processing framework: Join the table, then
run the simulator on the joined table, and data analysis. The
first two steps can be merged into a single beam pipeline,
technically. But because the joining tables take lots of time

https://github.com/googleinterns/cluster-resource-forecast/
https://github.com/googleinterns/cluster-resource-forecast/
https://beam.apache.org/
https://github.com/googleinterns/cluster-resource-forecast/
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https://github.com/googleinterns/cluster-resource-forecast/docs/installation/
https://github.com/googleinterns/cluster-resource-forecast/docs/installation/
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and resources, and its results can be reused, we choose to
put it into a separate pipeline so that users can run it once
and not worry about it later.
Data pre-processing: The Google workload trace provides
event and usage information for instances in two separate ta-
bles: InstanceEvents table and InstanceUsage table. Our
simulator expects this information in a single table. The in-
structions for joining Google trace tables are available under
docs/experiments/joining-tables. The output is saved
to a BQ table and is used as an input for the next step.
Simulation: Our simulator enables user to config-
ure various simulation scenarios and run multiple
predictors in parallel. The instructions for config-
uring the simulation scenarios are available under
docs/experiments/simulation-scenarios. The instruc-
tions for configuring and running various peak predictors are
available under docs/experiments/running-predictors.
Each predictor saves its output to a BQ table, which contain
the per-machine usage, sum of limits for all tasks running
on each machine, and predicted peak for each machine,
along with machine-specific information.
Data post-processing: The output BQ tables from simula-
tions are processed in a Colab notebook to compute evalu-
ation metrics and visualize the results. The instructions to
using the Colab notebook and notebook’s link are available
under /docs/visualization/.

The aforementioned steps describe the generic framework
for evaluating the performance of a given predictor. To repro-
duce the results in the paper, we provide bash scripts, under
scripts/, that allow users to reproduce all the simulation-
based results from the paper. The instructions for reproduc-
ing simulation results from the paper are available under
/docs/reproduce-results/eurosys21/

A.6 Evaluation and Expected Results
The above instructions reproduce the results for Figure 1,
Figure 7(b), Figure 8, Figure 9, Figure 10, Figure 11, and
Figure12. There should not be any deviation from the figures
in the paper if all the experiments are configured and run
properly as described in the documentation.
A.7 Experiment Customization
One of the key goals for our simulator is to enable future
work on designing overcommit policies. We enable users
to customize the parameters for the existing overcommit
policies as well as contribute entirely new predictors to the
simulator. The instruction for customizing the existing pre-
dictors are available under docs/customize-predictors.
Our simulator facilitates integrating new predictors and stan-
dardizes their interface to ease their later conversion to a
production environment. We implement supporting classes
in simulator/predictor.py that define the interfaces to
implement new peak predictors. Users can add any data-
driven, machine learning-based predictors as long as they
use the specified interfaces. The instructions for contributing
new predictors are available under docs/contribute.

A.8 Artifact Limitations
As outlined in Section A.1, we evaluate our overcommitment
policies using our open-source overcommit simulator and
inside our production environment at Google (managed by
Borg scheduler). Section 6 evaluates the best-performing
policy in our production environment. Due to numerous
logistical, technical, and legal reasons, we cannot provide
access to the internal production environment to reproduce
production evaluation results. Therefore, this artifact focuses
on reproducing simulation results presented in Section 5
using our open-source overcommit simulator.
Another limitation of the artifact is that the evaluations

are very time consuming for two key reasons. First, the data
preprocessing step performs sorting of 100s of GBs of data,
which is computationally expensive and cannot be paral-
lelized. However, the simulation step itself can be very fast
as it allows the user to runmultiple predictors in parallel. Sec-
ond, GCP supports Cloud Dataflow on only four of the GCP
regions, i.e. us-east1, us-east4, us-west1, us-central1.
This limits the number of Beam pipelines running in parallel.

We would also like to specify that during the artifact eval-
uation only parts of the simulation results presented in the
paper were reproduced. The evaluations were limited, both
in time span of data input and number of configurations, due
to resource and time constraints. However, we provide the
complete instructions and scripts to reproduce all the simu-
lation results presented in the paper. Independent reviewers
are welcomed to evaluate our artifact.

A.9 Maintenance and Extensions
The current implementation of the simulator only focuses on
machine-level peak predictions and ignores the impact of pre-
dicted peak on the scheduling decisions made by the sched-
uler. This simplification does not have any serious draw-
backs as the results obtained in simulation closely match
the production environment results (Section 6.2). However,
incorporating the scheduling component into the simulator
will not only increase the accuracy of current simulations,
but also enable evaluating scheduling policies with or with-
out overcommit policies. We plan to enhance the capability
of the simulator and invite the open-source community to
contribute to this development.

Finally, the simulator was implemented by the first author,
Noman Bashir, while working as an intern at Google. The
development was facilitated by the continuous guidance
and support from Nan Deng. Both of the authors intend to
actively maintain the simulator to facilitate the evaluation of
existing predictors and the contribution of new predictors.

A.10 AE Methodology
Submission, reviewing, and badging methodology:

https://sysartifacts.github.io/eurosys2021/

https://sysartifacts.github.io/eurosys2021/
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